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Strong performance
Many buckets on the following- 
pages are also available in the 
„Strong” power version. The order 
number is the same but the item 
number has an „S” added. So at 
WOLF PLASTICS 
there is some- 
thing for every 
weight class.

WOLF PLASTICS: Our  
research and development 
make the world a better place.

WOLF PLASTICS:  
Improved sustainability –  
We give it our all.

Grey power for the  
environment
WOLF PLASTICS leave the choice to 
you: Every bucket not intended for 
use in the foodstuffs sector is also 
available in its grey recycled ver-
sion. It looks every bit as good as 
a white bucket because of course 
a container made from recyclate is 
also IML-capable. So: For a white 
vest in answer to the climate ques-
tion, simply re-
ach for the grey 
version. The en-
vironment will be 
grateful.
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≤ 1 litre .............................................................................................................................. 24
EZ0058 | EZ0087 | EZ0102 | EZ0103 

2 up to 2.6 litres ................................................................................................ 25
EZ0200 | EZ0230 | EZ0252 | EZ0260

3 up to 4.5 litres ................................................................................................ 26
EZ0301 | EZ0350 | EZ0400 | EZ0450

5 to 8 litres .................................................................................................................. 27
EZ0501 | EZ0505 | EZ0550 |EZ0851

10 to 12.5 litres ................................................................................................... 28
EZ1002 | EZ1061 | EZ1100 | EZ1150-00 | EZ1251

16 litres ............................................................................................................................. 29
EZ1600 | EZ1602

18 litres ............................................................................................................................. 30
EZ1800 | EZ1802 | EZ1803

20 to 25 litres ......................................................................................................... 31
EZ2000 | EZ2002-02 | EZ2003 | EZ2200 |EZ2500-00

< 32 litres ...................................................................................................................... 33
EZ3000-01 | EZ3000-01 with spout |  
EZ3000-02 | EZ3000-03

The round buckets
Well-rounded: This all-rounder among plastic containers is leak-
proof, food safe and solvent-resistant. For constructionmaterials, 
chemicals or foodstuffs: each is perfectly suited to its contents. 
And in the right colour and with the appropriate printed sides it 
also looks pretty darned good.
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++ | Small buckets are supplied in trays with interlayers.
Size | Tolerance deviation +/- 1 mm possible.
Handle | KB: Plastic handle
Lid | WD: Waterproof lid. SD: Sealed lid. Lid overlap approx. + 1 mm.

Buckets, round

≤ 1 litre
EZ0058
EZ0087
EZ0102
EZ0103

EZ0058 EZ0087 EZ0102 EZ0103

Nominal filling volume 580 ml 870 ml 1.000 ml 1.000 ml

D x H 117 x 79 mm 117 x 120 mm 132 x 131 mm 132 x 131 mm

Stacking height ++ ++ ++ ++

Handle ohne KB KB KB

Lid WD WD UD WD, SD

Packaging unit 5.148 items 5.148 items 2.000 items 3.960 items
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++ | Small buckets are supplied in trays with interlayers.
Size | Tolerance deviation +/- 1 mm possible.
Handle | KB: Plastic handle. MB: MetallHandle. 
Lid | UD: Universal lid. WD: Waterproof lid. SD: Sealed lid. Lid overlap approx. + 1 mm.

Buckets, round

2 to 2.6 litres
EZ0200
EZ0230
EZ0252
EZ0260

EZ0200 EZ0230 EZ0252 EZ0260

Nominal filling volume 2.000 ml 2.300 ml 2.500 ml 2.600 ml

D x H 157 x 135 mm 176 x 130 mm 227 x 115 mm 176 x 156 mm

Stacking height ++ ++ ++ ++

Handle KB KB | MB KB | MB KB | MB

Lid UD WD | SD WD | SD WD | SD

Packaging unit 2.000 items 1.400 items 1.080 items 1.400 items

Nice and tasty
WOLF PLASTICS has very simple 
tastes: The best is just about good 
enough. The highest standards of 
hygiene in production in the sterile 
factory through to filling are taken 
for granted. Added to this is the tas-
teful outer surface, thanks to inno-
vate IML-, Offset-printing processes, 
that make you hungry for more.

WOLF PLASTICS: Our  
research and development 
make the world a better place.
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++  | Small buckets are supplied in trays with interlayers.
Size  | Tolerance deviation +/- 1 mm possible.
Handle  | KB: Plastic handle. MB: Metal handle. 
Lid  | UD: Universal lid. WD: Waterproof lid. SD: Sealed lid. Lid overlap approx. + 1 mm.

Buckets, round

3 to 4.5 litres
EZ0301
EZ0350
EZ0400
EZ0450

EZ0301 EZ0350 EZ0400 EZ0450

Nominal filling volume 3.000 ml 3.500 ml 4.000 ml 4.500 ml

D x H 191 x 146 mm 189 x 170 mm 199 x 191 mm 227 x 155 mm

Stacking height ++ ++ ++ 1 + 3

Handle KB | MB KB | MB KB | MB KB | MB

Lid UD | SD UD | SD UD WD | SD

Packaging unit 1.200 items 1.200 items 1.200 items 1.080 items

Only the best for  
foodstuffs
Most WOLF PLASTICS containers are 
food safe, which means they com-
bine durability, surface quality and 
cost-effectiveness with absolute sui-
tability for foodstuffs.

This means, of course, that they 
have to satisfy a whole raft of legal 
requirements: e.g. the EU Directive 
10/2011, 1935/2004 and 2023-2006.

WOLF PLASTICS: Our  
research and development 
make the world a better place.
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Size  | Tolerance deviation +/- 1 mm possible.
Handle  | KB: Plastic handle. MB: Metal handle. MBGR: Metal handle with roller grip.
Lid  | UD: Universal lid. WD: Waterproof lid. SD: Sealed lid. Lid overlap approx. + 1 mm.

Buckets, round

5 to 8 litres
EZ0501
EZ0505
EZ0550
EZ0851

EZ0501 EZ0505 EZ0550 EZ0851

Nominal filling volume 5.000 ml 5.000 ml 5.500 ml 8.500 ml

D x H 227 x 195 mm 227 x 195 mm 228 x 194 mm 263 x 210 mm

Stacking height 1 + 3 1 + 3 1 + 3 1 + 3

Handle KB | MB KB KB | MB KB | MB | MBGR

Lid UD | SD WD | SD UD WD | SD

Packaging unit 900 items 1.080 items 750 items 484 items

WOLF PLASTICS: We live  
out our best service  
principle afresh every day.

You want it, we colour it.
As well as our 16 permanent off-
the-shelf standard colours, you can 
choose from all the colours in our 
Pantone range. These can be trans-
parent, semi-transparent or metallic; 
everything’s possible. Even the con-
tainer lids can be colour-matched 
and the new „Roundcorner” lid now 
comes in metallic.
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Size  | Tolerance deviation +/- 1 mm possible.
Handle  | KB: Plastic handle. MB: Metal handle. MBGR: Metal handle with roller grip.
Lid  | UD: Universal lid. RD: Shake-proof lid. WD: Waterproof lid. SD: Sealed lid. Lid overlap approx. + 1 mm.

Buckets, round

10 to 12.5 litres
EZ1002
EZ1061
EZ1100
EZ1150-00
EZ1251

EZ1002 EZ1061 EZ1100 EZ1150-00 EZ1251

Nominal filling volume 10.000 ml 10.600 ml 11.000 ml 11.500 ml 12.500 ml

D x H 263 x 262 mm 265 x 257 mm 293 x 226 mm 287 x 245 mm 289 x 268 mm

Stacking height 1 + 3 1 + 2 1 + 3 1 + 3 1 + 3 

Handle KB KB | MB KB | MB | MBGR KB | MB | MBGR KB | MB | MBGR

Lid WD | SD UD | SD WD | RD | SD UD | WD UD | WD

Shake-proof — | Yes | — 

Packaging unit 528 items 650 items 500 items 500 items 500 items

WOLF PLASTICS: We live  out our  
best service principle afresh every day.

Success goes through the stomach
WOLF PLASTICS containers for the food sector are of 
course tasteless, because their only goal is to keep the 
contents fresh and to promote themselves through a  
tasteful appearance. Constantly the customer innovations 
are offered as needed. And it is often the customer  
himself who inspires WOLF PLASTICS to innovate. Because 
with us there is more than on the menu card. Just ask for 
custom-made items and ask for a taste of our skills.
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Size  | Tolerance deviation +/- 1 mm possible.
Handle  | KB: Plastic handle. MBGR: Metal handle with roller grip.
Lid  | UD: Universal lid. RD: Shake-proof lid. Lid overlap approx. + 1 mm.

Buckets, round

16 litres
EZ1600
EZ1602

EZ1600 EZ1602

Nominal filling volume 16.000 ml 16.000 ml

D x H 337 x 252 mm 325 x 268 mm

Stacking height 1 + 2 1 + 2 

Handle KB | MBGR KB | MBGR

Lid UD RD

Shake-proof Yes

Packaging unit 288 items 400 items

WOLF PLASTICS: Our  
research and development 
make the world a better place.

Production plant bucket
Our high-tech equipment guaran-
tees high quality products. Auto-
mated processes make headway in 
technology and logistics. Our ser-
vice team ensures efficient and  
customer-oriented order accep-
tance.
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Size  | Tolerance deviation +/- 1 mm possible.
Handle  | KB: Plastic handle. MB: Metal handle. MBGR: Metal handle with roller grip.
Lid  | UD: Universal lid. RD: Shake-proof lid. Lid overlap approx. + 1 mm.

Buckets, round

18 litres
EZ1800
EZ1802
EZ1803

EZ1800 EZ1802 EZ1803

Nominal filling volume 18.000 ml 18.000 ml 18.000 ml

D x H 338 x 274 mm 325 x 292 mm 337 x 270 mm

Stacking height 1 + 2 1 + 2 1 + 2

Handle KB | MBGR KB | MBGR KB | MBGR

Lid UD RD UD

Shake-proof Yes

Packaging unit 240 items 400 items 400 items

WOLF PLASTICS on the 
Internet.
What you can expect from our web-
site is actually a matter of course:

❚   All our products at a glance.

❚   The WOLF PLASTICS blog: Grip-
ping articles to current topics ap-
proximately 

❚   Personal statements from custo-
mers and employees, what they 
really find them 
„packing”

❚   All about our 
company pre-
sented in a 
short film

WOLF PLASTICS:  
We never lose sight of  
our world. 
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Size  | Tolerance deviation +/- 1 mm possible.
Handle  | KB: Plastic handle. MB: Metal handle. MBGR: Metal handle with roller grip. MG: Shell grip.
Lid  | UD: Universal lid. RD: Shake-proof lid. SD: Sealed lid. Lid overlap approx. + 1 mm.

Buckets, round

20 bis 25 Liter
EZ2000
EZ2002-02
EZ2003
EZ2200
EZ2500-00

EZ2000 EZ2002-02 EZ2003 EZ2200 EZ2500-00

Nominal filling volume 20.000 ml 20.000 ml 20.000 ml 22.000 ml 25.000 ml

D x H 339 x 313 mm 338 x 302 mm 337,5 x 315 mm 336 x 330 mm 338 x 418 mm

Stacking height 1 + 2 1 + 2 1 + 2 1 + 2 1 + 2

Handle MBGR KB | MBGR | MG KB | MB KB | MBGR | MG KB | MBGR | MG

Lid RD UD | SD RD UD UD

Shake-proof Yes

Packaging unit 270 items 192 items 320 items 216 items 192 items
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The classic hobbock

What a hobbock and  
Frank Sinatra  
have in common.
Despite his tendency towards 
excessive drinking sessions, not 
even the legendary singer could 
match its 32 litre capacity. But 
the barrel-shaped shipping con-
tainer and the blue-eyed Ameri-
can star do have a home town in 
common: According to legend, 
Hoboken, New Jersey, once a fis-
hing village on an island in the 
Hudson River, directly opposite 
Manhattan and later a much-fre-
quented harbour for traders 
and immigrants gave the volumi-
nous container its name.

The fishermen of Hoboken car-
ried their catch to the fish mar-
kets in containers with side grips. 
These grips make it easier to 
carry a heavy container with the 
hands close to the body or bet-
ween two people.

A bucket for everything
Today, hobbocks are mainly used 
for powdered substances such as 
metal powder and dusts, as well 
as viscous materials such as glue 
or molten beeswax, oils, lubri-

cants and paint materials for the 
automotive industry, for instance.

Of course there is no limit to the 
imagination in terms of contents 
and the practical grips on the si-
des are reminiscent of „tapping” 
beer barrels. Just like Frankie Boy 
Sinatra sang so beautifully:  
„I did it my way!”

Spout in the lid

Ergonomic grip

Closed spout on the bucket

Bellows extension on bucket

Lock removed from bellows

Opened spout on the bucket
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Size  | Tolerance deviation +/- 1 mm possible.
Handle  | MG: Shell grip.

Buckets, round

≤ 32 litre
EZ3000-01
EZ3000-01 with spout
EZ3000-02
EZ3000-03

HK3000-01 HK3000-01 
with spout

HK3000-02 HK3000-03

Nominal filling volume 32.000 ml 32.000 ml 31.000 ml 32.000 ml

D x H 391 x 390 mm 391 x 390 mm 390 x 356 mm 390 x 375 mm

Stacking height 1 + 3 1 + 2 1 + 2 1 + 2

Handle MG MG MG ergonomic MG ergonomic

Shake-proof No No Yes Yes

Packaging unit 180 items 100 items 300 items 300 items

Tough guy with carrying 
comfort
WOLF PLASTICS hobbocks make 
their mark through their intelligent 
design. Form always follows func-
tion here. Ergonomic shell grips 
make it easier to carry heavy goods 
and the „bellows auxiliary spout” 
make pouring easier.

WOLF PLASTICS: We live  
out our best service  
principle afresh every day.
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